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Key terms of the art projects

We live in a complex society where diverse cultures and communities mingle together.
Where do I live? This question is one way we can think about our identity. The current
living environment requires us to live with multiple identities, often through our own
choice. Since I moved to Western society in 2010, I realised that although the true nature
of existence remains the same, identity can be changed based on different social-political
circumstances. I focus on illuminating subtle differences in mechanised repetitive routines.
Repetition is a crucial method in my work. Through recording these repetitions and subtle
differences, I attempt to rediscover the subjective identity of the place.

My works are bound to the places/spaces around me. Walking and drawing are the most
basic subjective actions that I can do in daily life and the primary methods to explore the
issues described above. In the art project, I attempt to find a subversive subjectivity out of
the producer and consumer's passive role in a simplified social system. My agenda in the
art project is to question the pre-existing standards of society. I attempt to address how
pre-existing typical social standards dominate an individual's real life.

The key phrase for my two art projects would be 'records of everyday life'. An individual's
daily life becomes a series of repetitions. I record the artist's identity and manual worker's
two professions, demonstrating many contemporary urban dwellers' real lives through my
work. Repeated daily life is a mechanism of capitalism, and my reality in the society of the
spectacle is as a trivial particle.
The landscape holds a complex document of memory and histories. The contingent
relationship between geography and memory is critical, but I am focusing on 'nowness'. By
navigating the city and recording my impressions of the present with daily drawings, I aim
to seek out and capture the present moment. It is a way of revealing place; the fact that I
am there at the scene makes the work a kind of record.

Since 2016, I began to record my repetitive daily walks by carrying out field drawings in
the street. The drawings were produced on the way home on the street right after
finishing the work every day. Both 75 Days in London (2013) and [Li:ving] London (2016-
2018) create daily drawing series recording everyday space of London. However, the work
75 Days in London has the role as the comparative counterpart of the following main
project [Li:ving] London. In [Li:ving] London, I passe through the same place every day but
it is a process that aims to find minor differences and meaning in life. In the video, my
daily drawn images of the city space are juxtaposed with a narration about the process of
repetitive daily work; artists and workers, two different occupations, are contrasted in the
video work. The field drawing work acts as a minimum daily routine for an artist, alongside
my role in making sandwiches every day as a worker.
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The place in the everyday commute becomes the subject of the series. However, it has a
fracture element rather than continuous characteristics for me. To conduct the repetitive
walking and drawings, strict rules were applied; every day, the walk should occur within a
fixed time and a specific passage in the research area. The primary subject matter of the
walk should be my commute from home to work at Pret.

Most history has been written from the privileged Western white male elite perspective.
As an Asian migrant woman, I attempt to critically view the situation from different sides
and draw the other side of the story.

2022. Jung Yun, Roh



https://bnc2020.newcontemporaries.org.uk/artists/jung-yun-roh
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1. Art Project 1 :
75 Days in London (2013)
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<Drawing spots of 75 Days in London, 2013>
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<Photo shot of 75 Days in London, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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<Photo shot of 75 Days in London, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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<Photo shot of 75 Days in London, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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<Photo shot of 75 Days in London, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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<Photo shot of 75 Days in London, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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<Photo shot of 75 Days in London, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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< 75 Days in London, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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<London Drawing series, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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< 75 Days in London, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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< 75 Days in London, total 115 drawings on A3 paper each, 2013>
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Art Project 2:

2. [Li:viing] London (2016-2018)

https://youtu.be/cZgdQlR7cRY (13’48”) 
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<Drawing map between two workplaces and my flat in London, 2016-2019> 
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<Pret A Manger>

“I am a Pret freak. I have been a kind of loyal customer since I stayed in London in 2010. I went
to the shop almost every day, occasionally visiting three times a day.

In 2010, the number of stores of Pret was similar to that of other brand shops such as Costa,
Café Nero, Starbucks, but I preferred to go to the Pret. With having only one cup of coffee, I was
able to arrange a daily schedule and spend time studying, using the internet, which made me
feel at home. Since 2015, Pret has dominated London's coffee/sandwich market. The business of
the company is continuously growing. Within a 15 minutes’ walk from Vauxhall station to
Victoria station where my flat located, more than ten ‘Pret A Manger' shops are thriving in the
area. Obviously, Pret would be a serious London centric global franchise brand.

I started a part-time job at Pret in March 2016. The head office where the interview took place
was located in the Victoria area. Working in Pret was a popular choice in the job market due to
its better pay such as a one-pound bonus per hour on top of the basic payment and a paid break
which allows for better welfare. Initially, I expected to work in one of the stores near Victoria
station because there were so many shops near the area, but against my expectation, I was
placed at a small shop in front of Bayswater station which is located in the north area next to
Hyde Park. After 4 hours of training on the first day, I was hired as a part-time employee. After
working in the shop for the 6-month period, I moved to the shop next to Vauxhall station near
my residence.

Working in Pret is mainly divided into three sections. There are the team members who work at
the till to serve the customers, a hot chef who make hot food, and lastly the kitchen staffs who
make whole rest of food. The distinctive feature of Pret from other coffee chain is that each Pret
A Manger shop runs its kitchen, so all the products are freshly made directly from the kitchen.
That's one of the reasons why Pret is so popular. The kitchen is the core part, but as a staff,
working in the kitchen is actually the hardest job among all of the three sections.

My part-time schedule is from 5:00 am to 9:00 am, 4 hours a day, five days a week, being a
total of 20 hours. I wake up at 4:25 am, then washing my face, brushing teeth, applying sun
protection, and it will be exactly 4:40 am. It takes 15 minutes to walk from my flat to the shop. I
am always a bit nervous about the dark dawn time. Although this neighbourhood in Pimlico is a
relatively safe area and it is just 15-minute walks, walking in the street at the early time is not
an easy task neighbourhood.

I try to walk at a fast pace. As I always come out same time, I also encounter the same passers-
by. They are probably similar to me who is going to work as physical labourers. On the way,
except for a woman who rides a bicycle around the corner, I go past a few men. At least, they do
not seem to be local British. Maybe they are immigrants like our staffs working at Pret and me.
Turning the corner of the Pimlico station, a homeless man is sleeping on the corner of the
building, covering his face and body with his sleeping bag. Seeing the sleeping bag and
backpack clean, he must have started living on the street quite recently.
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I cross the traffic light. There are two traffic lights consecutively on one boulevard. As soon as
crossing the road, there is Vauxhall Bridge. Personally, I suppose this bridge is one of the top
levels as gorgeous status decoration and beautiful appearance among all bridges in London. As
soon as crossing the bridge over the River Thames, there located the shop in front of the Vauxhall
station. It is good luck for me to work and live near the River Thames.

With repetitive daily routine, I cannot have any chance to realize that I am living in one of the
biggest global cities. In that way, walking across the River Thames would provide me the only
clue to recognize it. When I arrive at the store, it is 4:55. First, I greet the colleagues and drink a
bottle of water. Then, taking off my jacket, put my luggage on the shelf, and go straight to the
kitchen where I work.

In the kitchen, an average of 5-7 people works. In busy mornings, seven people must work to
achieve the quota in time. We start at 5:00 am to work with ten opening products. Two or three
staff members have to make ten products by 6 o'clock. It is an ideal time to finish making all the
products by 8 o'clock. When seven people work, it ends on time, but if not, it is almost impossible.
After the first production, the second production begins immediately after the 10-minute break. If
I make 3-4 products by 9 o'clock, my work is over. I am the only part-time worker here. Most of
the staff work around 35 hours a week, and two or three senior staffs work for about 40 hours.
After the work, I am allowed to take one food, beverage, and fruit for lunch. In addition to the
usual breakfast, we can have a total of approximately ￡10.00 of food per day.

Doing the same work every day is just like being a part of the mechanical system. Rather than
actually making food, this job is putting the readymade ingredients in the pieces of bread. We
follow the standard paper called ‘how to card.' It is simple, but it requires very fast speed. It
needs the speed of making one sandwich in about one minute. We call it ‘Productivity,' and we
need to make one sandwich every minute to accomplish the 100% productivity. This is the hardest
part. Usually, it takes at least six months to 1 year to master this speed. Ironically, however,
skilled laborers who have worked during that period later move for jobs elsewhere. Maybe most
of them consider working here as a temporary job rather than a job for a living. I think that the
high work intensity is the most significant factor for them to quit.

The average price of one product is £3.50. With an hourly minimum wage of £7.50-£9.00, the
average labour cost per product is approximately 40 pence. The attractive factors of the Pret
company's products are the freshness of the goods because they are all made directly in the
kitchen. In fact, Pret is more like a sandwich company than a coffee shop.

In here most workers come from EU countries. Pret can be said to be the representative of
current British franchise food culture, but most of the employees working here are from other
countries. Just one in 50 applicants for the jobs at Pret are British."

<Narration of video work [Li:ving] London, 2018> 20



<Drawing spots of [Li:ving] London, 2016-2018>
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2.1. [Li:viing] London (2016-2018)

: Park series
https://www.facebook.com/jrohdrawings

https://www.instagram.com/jroh2010/
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<Photo shot of [Li:ving] London- Park, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 55
pieces), 2018>
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<Photo shot of [Li:ving] London- Park, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 55
pieces), 2018>
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<Photo shot of [Li:ving] London- Park, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 55
pieces), 2018>
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<Photo shot of [Li:ving] London- Park, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 55
pieces), 2018> 26



<[Li:ving] London- Park, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 55 pieces), 2018>
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<[Li:ving] London- Park, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 55 pieces), 2018>28



<[Li:ving] London- Park, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 115 pieces),
2018>
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<Instagram shot of [Li:ving] London series, 2018> 30



2.2. [Li:viing] London (2016-2018)

: Pimlico series
https://www.facebook.com/jrohdrawings

https://www.instagram.com/jroh2010/
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<[Li:ving] London- Pimlico, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 74pieces), 2018 
>
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<[Li:ving] London- Pimlico, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 74pieces), 2018>33



<[Li:ving] London- Pimlico, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 74pieces),  2018>
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<[Li:ving] London- Pimlico, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 74pieces), 2018>
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<[Li:ving] London- Pimlico, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 74pieces), 2018>
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<[Li:ving] London- Pimlico, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 74pieces), 2018>
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<Instagram shot of [Li:ving] London series, 2018>
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2.3. [Li:viing] London (2016-2018)

: River series
https://www.facebook.com/jrohdrawings

https://www.instagram.com/jroh2010/
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<Photo shot of [Li:ving] London- River, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 35 
pieces), 2018>
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<Photo shot of [Li:ving] London- River, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 35 
pieces), 2018>
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<[Li:ving] London- River, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 35 pieces), 2018>
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<[Li:ving] London- River, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 35 pieces), 2018->
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<[Li:ving] London- River, Watercolour on paper, 29.7x42cm each (total 35 pieces), 2018->
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<Instagram shot of [Li:ving] London series, 2013>
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4. Exhibitions (2017– 2021)

Solo Exhibition 
2019  ‘Placeless Place’, Art space 55, Seoul, Korea 
2018  ‘Freshly Made in the Street’, Willesden Gallery, London, UK

Group Exhibition
2021  ‘Bloomberg New Contemporaries 2020’, South London Gallery, 

UK (19th May – 6th June, 2021) 

2020  ‘Drawing Beyond Itself’, AIR gallery, Manchester, UK
2020  ‘Triple Liquidity’, Lydia Gallery, Seoul, Korea
2019  ‘Side Sleepers’, Art space Itta, Incheon, Korea
2018  4482(SASAPARI): ‘Butterfly effect’, Barge house, Oxo Tower 

Wharf, London, UK 
2017  ‘Seven hour Render’, Thames tower, Reading, UK
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1. <Seven hours Render, Group exhibition, Thames tower, Reading, UK, 2017>
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2. <Butterfly effect, Group exhibition, Barge House, Oxo Tower Wharf, London, UK, 2018 >
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3. <Freshly made in the Street, Solo exhibition poster, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 
2018>

https://youtu.be/s1dqHWZ0kmk (exhibition view) 53
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Freshly Made in the Street  
J Roh 

 
11th July – 4th August 

 
In the exhibition I attempt to emphasize both physical and psychological experience I have 

had in London., showcasing my work experience as an immigrant manual worker at Pret A 

Manger, United Kingdom's food retail sandwich shop.  

 

From 2016, as a way at still being part of the system but not being bound to it, I started to 

draw my day on the way home every day after work. Through the daily process, which 

repeated itself day in, day out, I aim to find minor differences and meaning in life. From the 

perspectives of urban workers, the symbolic identities of the global city is disappearing, and 

the character of the city turns into an anonymous passage to and from work. There is no 

room to experience and enjoy sightseeing spots in London. I try to articulate the subtle 

changes of everyday scenery in London and disclose the city worker's repetitive daily 

routine. 

Through 250 drawings and video*/sound, the viewer gets a glimpse of everyday changes 

that I encounter while living and working in London. I intend to reveal the identity of a 

modern urban citizen as an artist and an immigrant female worker. 

 
*Link to the video work: 
https://youtu.be/ZaxOoLacns 
 
Artist Bio 
J Roh was born in Seoul, South Korea in 1976. She graduated from Hong Ik University with 
B.F.A and M.F.A, South Korea, and also graduated from Chelsea college of Art with MA in 
2011. She is currently a PhD candidate in the Fine Art department at Reading University, UK. 
 
For more information on J Roh’s work visit: 
IG: Jroh2010, FB: jrohdrawings  
 

 
Willesden Gallery 
95 High Road 
London NW10 2SF 
www.brent.gov/lwg  
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3. <Floor plan of the Willesden gallery>
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3. <Freshly Made in the Street, Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>
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3. <Freshly Made in the Street, Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>
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3. <Freshly Made in the Street, Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>
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3. <Freshly Made in the Street, Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>59



3. <Freshly Made in the Street, Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>
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3. <Freshly Made in the Street, Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>
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3. <Freshly Made in the Street, Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>
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3. <Freshly Made in the Street, Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>
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3. <Freshly Made in the Street Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>64



3. <Freshly Made in the Street, Solo exhibition, Willesden Gallery, London, UK, 2018>65



4. <Placeless Place, Solo exhibition poster, 2019>
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4. <Text for the solo exhibition Placeless Place, 2019>
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4. <Placeless Place, Solo exhibition, Art space 55, Seoul, Korea, 2019> 68



4. <Placeless Place, Solo exhibition, Art space 55, Seoul, Korea, 2019>
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4. <Placeless Place, Solo exhibition, Art space 55, Seoul, Korea, 2019>
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4. <Placeless Place, Solo exhibition, Art space 55, Seoul, Korea, 2019>
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5. <Triple Liquidity, Three persons exhibition poster, Lydia Gallery, Seoul, Korea, 2020>
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5. <Triple Liquidity, Three persons exhibition, Lydia Gallery, Seoul, Korea , 2020>
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5. <Triple Liquidity, Three persons exhibition, Lydia Gallery, Seoul, Korea, 2020>
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5. <Triple Liquidity, Three persons exhibition, Lydia Gallery, Seoul, Korea, 2020>
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6. <Side Sleepers, Group exhibition poster, Art space Itta, Incheon, Korea, 2019> 
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6. <Side Sleepers, Group exhibition, Art space Itta, Incheon, Korea, 2019> 
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7. <Bloomberg New Contemporaries 2020, South London gallery, London, UK, 2021> 
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7. <Bloomberg New Contemporaries 2020, South London gallery, London, UK, 2021> 



807. <Bloomberg New Contemporaries 2020, South London gallery, London, UK, 2021> 


